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Resources 
• Texas Assessment Program  

• District and Campus Coordinator Resources  

• Texas Administrative Code (TAC)  

• English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS)  

• Test Administration Resources  

• TELPAS Proficiency Standards 

• Introductory Training on the PLDs 

• Released Tests and Practice Sets  

 

  

http://tea.texas.gov/student.assessment/
https://txassessmentdocs.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ODCCM/overview
https://tea.texas.gov/about-tea/laws-and-rules/commissioner-rules-tac
https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=R&app=9&p_dir=&p_rloc=&p_tloc=&p_ploc=&pg=1&p_tac=&ti=19&pt=2&ch=74&rl=4
https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/student-assessment-overview/test-administration-resources
https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/student-assessment-results/telpas-proficiency-standards
https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/telpas/telpas-resources
https://txpt.cambiumtds.com/student
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Overview 
The Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) is an English language 
proficiency assessment designed to assess the progress that emergent bilingual (EB) students 
make in learning the English language. The assessment is aligned to the English Language 
Proficiency Standards (ELPS). TELPAS fulfills the Every Student Succeeds Act, which requires that 
all EB students be assessed annually until they are determined to be proficient in the English 
language. 

TELPAS assesses second language development in the domains of listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing. Online assessments are used to assess all domains in grades 2–12. For students in 
kindergarten through grade 1, holistically rated assessments based on ongoing classroom 
observations and written student work are used. 

All students enrolled in Texas public schools and open-enrollment charter schools are required 
by federal and state law to participate in the Texas Assessment Program. EB students are 
required to be assessed annually with an English language proficiency assessment until they 
are determined to be proficient by meeting the EB reclassification criteria. This includes 
students classified as emergent bilingual (EB)/English learner (EL) in the Public Education 
Information Management System (PEIMS) whose parents have declined bilingual or English as a 
second language (ESL) program services (PEIMS code C).  

In rare circumstances, a student receiving special education services may not be required to 
participate in one or more TELPAS language domains for reasons associated with the student’s 
particular disability. The reason for not assessing the student must be determined by the 
admission, review, and dismissal (ARD) committee in conjunction with the language proficiency 
assessment committee (LPAC) and well supported by documentation in the student’s 
individualized education program (IEP) by the ARD committee and in the student’s permanent 
record file by the LPAC. Participation decisions must be considered individually for each student 
on a domain-by-domain basis. 
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Test Design 
Online Assessments 
TELPAS for grades 2–12, TELPAS consists of online assessments for listening and speaking and 
for reading and writing. Students taking TELPAS online assessments will respond to test 
questions from all proficiency levels. Each test starts with questions from lower proficiency 
levels, but as students proceed through the test, the proficiency levels are mixed so that more 
difficult passages and test questions are interspersed with easier ones.  

TELPAS Assessed Curriculum documents and test blueprints for each assessment are available 
on the TELPAS Resources webpage.  

Listening and Speaking Assessments 
Listening and speaking are tested together on one assessment that includes a variety of 
question types that gives EB students the opportunity to show their comprehension and 
communication skills in various ways. 

• Listening test questions include passage-based and non-passage-based questions, 
picture-based questions, and drag-and-drop questions, among others.  

• Listening passages may focus on social interactions or academic content and are 
accompanied by passage-based listening comprehension questions. Stand-alone 
listening questions might be accompanied by a prompt asking the student to click an 
object in a picture, identify the picture that matches the prompt, or put a number of 
pictures in order according to a story. 

• Speaking test questions include a variety of picture-, passage-, and text-based speaking 
prompts.  

• Speaking responses require a range of vocabulary encompassing social and academic 
language. For example, students may be shown a map and prompted to explain how to 
get from one location to another. They may be prompted to tell a story, describe a 
picture, or compare two pictures. Students are encouraged to speak as much as they 
can when responding to speaking prompts. 

• To interact with speaking questions, students will use audio capture functionality to 
record a response, listen to the response, and delete and rerecord it if not satisfied with 
their first response. Students should speak in complete sentences and use their best 
English vocabulary when responding. 

• Some speaking prompts are intended to solicit shorter responses; others are intended 
to solicit longer responses. For simple prompts, students have 45 seconds to respond; 
for more complex, open-ended prompts, students have 90 seconds. Students can listen 
to the recorded prompt as many times as needed before responding. Students may 
plan their response on scratch paper or the notepad in the test application before 
recording their response. The student’s responses to the prompts determine the 
student’s proficiency level. 

https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/telpas/telpas-resources
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• Students should speak as much as possible in each of their speaking responses to 
demonstrate characteristics that reflect their current speaking proficiency. 

Reading and Writing Assessments 
Reading and writing are tested together in one assessment.  

• A variety of narrative, procedural, and informational reading passages are included. 
Passages span a wide variety of purposes, such as reading for enjoyment and literary 
appreciation, reading to engage in core subject-area instruction, and reading for 
everyday, practical purposes. 

• The tests consist primarily of reading passages and test questions. Some questions are 
not associated with a reading passage but with illustrations, a short text, or both. These 
questions may use a cloze (fill-in-the-blank) format, a multiple-choice format, a 
selectable text functionality, or a drag-and-drop functionality to test vocabulary. 

• Writing questions consist of multiple-choice, text entry, multistep text entry, and 
constructed-response questions. Constructed-response prompts provide a variety of 
stimuli including pictures or questions. Students are asked to respond in writing to 
these prompts using as much detail as possible. 

• Some writing questions ask students to identify and correct misused words and rewrite 
sentences to be grammatically accurate.  

Released Tests 
TEA releases previously administered TELPAS tests as practice tests on the Practice Test Site. The 
practice tests provide students with opportunities to interact with the online testing 
environment, locate and use the available tools, and respond to the various types of test 
questions that appear on TELPAS. TEA highly recommends that district testing personnel use 
these online practice tests to familiarize their students with the testing platform prior to the 
TELPAS administration. 

In addition, small sets of test questions are available as sample sets. These sample sets are 
typically used to introduce students to new types of test questions. 

Holistically Rated Assessments 
A holistically rated assessment process is used for kindergarten and grade 1 for all four 
language domains. District testing personnel assign raters to conduct the assessment. TELPAS 
raters engage EB students in performance-based activities to determine a student's proficiency 
level for each domain.  

TELPAS raters must have trained and calibrated successfully before rating students. The 
training that TELPAS raters receive supports the administration of TELPAS and provides 
teachers with ongoing professional development to support effective implementation of the 
ELPS. TELPAS assessments are administered in the spring, but educators who are trained as 
TELPAS raters become adept at using the holistic assessment process in formative ways 
throughout the year to identify and respond to the needs of their EB students. Detailed 

https://txpt.cambiumtds.com/student
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information about the TELPAS rater training process can be accessed on the TELPAS Resources 
webpage. 

For grades 2–12, a special holistic administration of the online listening, speaking, or writing 
assessment or a special paper administration of the online reading assessment is available only 
for eligible students. For information on eligibility requirements, refer to the Special 
Administration of an Assessment page of the District and Campus Coordinator Resources.  

  

https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/telpas/telpas-resources
https://txassessmentdocs.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ODCCM/pages/2793212283/Special+Administration+of+an+Online+Assessment
https://txassessmentdocs.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ODCCM/pages/2793212283/Special+Administration+of+an+Online+Assessment
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Alignment with State Curriculum 
TELPAS assesses English language proficiency in direct alignment with the Texas English 
Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS). The ELPS are second language acquisition curriculum 
standards that support the ability of EB students to learn the academic English they need for 
meaningful engagement in grade-appropriate subject-area instruction. The second language 
acquisition knowledge and skills in the ELPS are the means for helping EB students learn 
English simultaneously with academic subject matter. The ELPS and TELPAS work together to 
provide formative and summative assessment opportunities that support teaching and 
learning. 

The ELPS 
TELPAS assesses the ELPS, which district personnel are required to implement as an integral 
part of each foundation and enrichment subject of the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 
(TEKS) state-required curriculum. The ELPS are implemented as part of ongoing subject-area 
instruction and, as such, are integrally linked with the subject-area TEKS. The ELPS help 
teachers meet the language and subject-matter needs of EB students simultaneously. 

The ELPS do not vary by subject, and, with few exceptions, they are the same from grade to 
grade. Despite their uniformity, the ELPS fully support and align with the learning of subject-
specific and grade-specific English. The ELPS require subject-area teachers to build the English 
language skills that enable EB students to understand and use grade-appropriate English in 
class. The ELPS, set forth in 19 TAC §74.4, are required to be published along with the TEKS for 
each subject. Every teacher of an EB student is responsible for fulfilling the requirements of the 
subject-area TEKS and the ELPS. 

The ELPS have three instructional components: 

• Cross-curricular second language acquisition knowledge and skills  

Cross-curricular second language acquisition curriculum standards represent what EB 
students need to learn to become proficient in English in the context of academic 
instruction. The knowledge and skills are stated as student expectations (SEs) and are 
divided into five sections—learning strategies, listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 

• Proficiency level descriptors 

TELPAS measures the ELPS SEs in accordance with four English language proficiency 
levels—beginning, intermediate, advanced, and advanced high. These four stages of 
second language acquisition are defined in the proficiency level descriptors (PLDs), 
which describe how well EB students at each proficiency level can understand and use 
English to engage in grade-appropriate academic instruction. There are separate PLDs 
for each of the four domains assessed on TELPAS. 

• Linguistic accommodations 

Linguistic accommodations are English language supports that help make subject-area 
instruction accessible to EB students. The PLDs, which describe the English that EB 

https://tea.texas.gov/about-tea/laws-and-rules/texas-administrative-code/19-tac-chapter-74
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students can understand and use at each proficiency level, guide teachers in providing 
appropriate linguistic supports and accommodations. 

These three instructional components work together to accelerate the rate at which EB 
students learn English and academic subject matter. 

Cross-Curricular Second Language Acquisition Knowledge 
and Skills 
The second language acquisition knowledge and skills in the ELPS are the means for helping EB 
students learn English simultaneously with academic subject matter. They cover the areas of 
listening, speaking, reading, writing, and learning strategies. 

Language Domains 
The ELPS include SEs for the second language acquisition domains of listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing. The ELPS for these domains outline what EB students must know and be 
able to do to become proficient in academic English. For assessment purposes, the four 
domains are defined as follows: 

Listening the ability to understand spoken language, comprehend and extract 
information, and follow social and instructional discourse through which 
information is provided 

Speaking the ability to use spoken language appropriately and effectively in learning 
activities and social interactions 

Reading the ability to comprehend and interpret written text at the grade-appropriate 
level 

Writing the ability to produce written text with content and format to fulfill grade-
appropriate classroom assignments 

The definitions are not tied to academic achievement but to the communication skills that 
second language learners need in order to use the English language as an effective medium for 
grade-level academic instruction. 

Learning Strategies 
The ELPS include SEs related to learning strategies. The skills in this strand help EB students 
become active and strategic language learners. Cross-curricular second language learning 
strategies, listed in 19 TAC §74.4(c)(1), are vital in supporting and accelerating second language 
acquisition and should be equally emphasized in teachers’ lesson plans. The TEKS require 
teachers of EB students to integrate the learning strategies into their subject-area lessons.  

Each learning strategy SE spans one or more of the four language domains. Additionally, some 
strategies apply equally at all stages of second language acquisition, while others are more 

https://texreg.sos.state.tx.us/public/readtac$ext.TacPage?sl=T&app=9&p_dir=N&p_rloc=209686&p_tloc=&p_ploc=1&pg=4&p_tac=&ti=19&pt=2&ch=74&rl=4
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relevant at lower or higher proficiency levels. As teachers become familiar with the ELPS PLDs, 
they gain an understanding of when the various strategies become most useful.  

Integrating the ELPS SEs during subject-area instruction involves giving EB students frequent, 
targeted practice in listening, speaking, reading, and writing in English. EB students need 
abundant opportunities to practice using new English words and language structures, many of 
which are already familiar to native English speakers. EB students new to the English language 
are bombarded with unfamiliar language in classes taught in English. New EB students begin by 
picking up English that is concrete and supported heavily with pictures and gestures. As 
learning proceeds, the language that sticks most readily is that which: 

• builds on known English and familiar topics, 

• occurs frequently, 

• is presented in interesting and relevant contexts, and 

• is used orally and in writing. 

Having ongoing, appropriately scaffolded speaking and writing opportunities during subject-
area instruction is beneficial for all students but is particularly important for EB students. It 
gives EB students the opportunity to verbalize, think through, and reinforce what they are 
learning, in terms of both new subject matter and new English. 

An SE from each of the five sections of the ELPS is provided in the following chart.  

Examples of Cross-Curricular Second Language Acquisition Student Expectations,  
19 TAC §74.4(c) 

Effective implementation of the ELPS in the context of grade-appropriate subject-area 
instruction supports the learning of both English and academic subject matter. 

  

Learning 
Strategies 

(1)(A) use prior knowledge and experiences to understand meanings in 
English 

Listening (2)(C) learn new language structures, expressions, and basic and academic 
vocabulary heard during classroom instruction and interactions 

Speaking (3)(H) narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail as 
more English is acquired 

Reading (4)(E) read linguistically accommodated content area material with a 
decreasing need for linguistic accommodations as more English is learned 

Writing (5)(B) write using newly acquired basic vocabulary and content-based grade-
level vocabulary 
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Listening 

Beginning 
Intermediate 

Advanced 
Advanced High 

Speaking 

Beginning 
Intermediate 

Advanced 
Advanced High 

Reading 

Beginning 
Intermediate 

Advanced  
Advanced High 

  

Writing 

Beginning 
Intermediate 

Advanced  
Advanced High 

 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
The ELPS PLDs present the major characteristics of each language proficiency level—beginning, 
intermediate, advanced, and advanced high—for each language domain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The PLDs define how well EB students at the four proficiency levels can understand and use 
English in grade-level academic settings. The descriptors show the progression of second 
language acquisition from one proficiency level to the next and serve as a road map to help 
teachers tailor instruction to the linguistic needs of EB students. 

For statewide consistency, the TELPAS PLDs can be found on the TELPAS Resources webpage in 
the format shown below.  

    
 

 

Descriptors 

 

 

 

 

While the PLDs are language-domain specific, the global definitions and key features of each of 
the four proficiency levels remain constant across language domains. Understanding the global 
definitions and features provides the foundation for learning the characteristics that are 
specific to each language domain. 

ELPS–TELPAS Proficiency Level Descriptors 
Kindergarten Through Grade 12 Listening 

 

Proficiency Level 

Summary Statement 

https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/telpas/telpas-resources
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There is one set of PLDs for listening in kindergarten through grade 12 and one set for 
speaking. There are two sets of PLDs for reading and two sets for writing to address different 
grade bands (kindergarten and grade 1 versus grades 2–12). The separate sets of kindergarten 
and grade 1 PLDs address emergent literacy.  

Linguistic Accommodations 
The PLDs play an important role in linguistically accommodated instruction. The PLDs describe 
the degree to which students at each of the four proficiency levels need linguistic supports and 
accommodations to engage meaningfully in grade-level instruction. The PLDs are thus a key 
resource for determining the kinds of linguistic accommodations to provide. As students 
progress from one proficiency level to the next, they gain more and more facility with English 
and need fewer and fewer linguistic accommodations. 

Teachers who internalize the meaning of the PLDs understand what a student can currently 
comprehend and communicate in English as well as which communication skills are associated 
with the next proficiency level. This knowledge helps teachers adjust subject-area instruction to 
make it comprehensible in accordance with the student’s current proficiency level. Teachers 

Global Definitions of the Proficiency Levels Key Features 

Beginning 

Beginning students have little or no ability to understand and 
use English. They may know a little English but not enough to 
function meaningfully in social or academic settings. 

 

little or no English ability 

Intermediate 

Intermediate students have some ability to understand and use 
English. They can function in social and academic settings as long 
as the tasks require them to understand and use simple 
language structures and high-frequency vocabulary in routine 
contexts. 

 

limited ability, simple language 
structures, high-frequency 
vocabulary, routine contexts 

Advanced 

Advanced students are able to engage in grade-appropriate 
academic instruction in English, although ongoing second 
language acquisition support is needed to help them 
understand and use grade-appropriate language. These 
students function beyond the level of simple, routinely used 
English. 

 

ability to engage in grade-
appropriate academic 
instruction with second 
language acquisition 
support 

Advanced High 

Advanced high students have attained the command of English 
that enables them, with minimal second language acquisition 
support, to engage in regular all-English academic instruction at 
their grade level. 

 

ability to engage in grade-
appropriate academic 
instruction with minimal second 
language acquisition support 
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can also better sequence and scaffold instruction to help the student acquire the English 
abilities of the next proficiency level. Using the PLDs as a formative assessment tool leads to 
linguistically accommodated instruction that helps students get from point A to point B in both 
subject-matter instruction and in learning English. 

Fundamentals of Second Language Acquisition 
Learning a second language is different from learning a first language. Individuals may begin 
learning a second language at any age and in a variety of different contexts (social, school, or 
work). Second languages are learned along a continuum that can be divided into stages or 
proficiency levels.  

TELPAS reports progress from one proficiency level to the next rather than using passing scores 
because proceeding from little or no English to full English proficiency generally takes place 
over a number of school years. EB students in U.S. school systems are a diverse group of 
students. Some are born in the United States and are educated here from the beginning, while 
others are immigrants who may be in any grade when they arrive in the United States. EB 
students differ widely in their educational backgrounds, sociocultural experiences, and 
knowledge of English upon enrollment. These factors affect how long it takes for them to learn 
English. 

It is difficult to learn and advance academically without the ability to fully understand the 
language of instruction. In bilingual education programs, students receive native language 
support as they learn English and grade-level academic skills. In ESL programs, students face 
the challenge of learning rigorous academic subject matter in English, a language they may 
struggle to understand. 

Two Types of Second Language Acquisition 
Two types of second language acquisition are important for success in school. Students must 
be able to understand and use the English of everyday social and routine classroom 
interactions as well as the English needed for accessing and negotiating learning, processing 
cognitively demanding information, and building conceptual understanding. Basic interpersonal 
communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP) are terms 
introduced in the 1980s by researcher and professor Jim Cummins to describe these types of 
language proficiency. 

BICS everyday language needed for daily social and routine classroom interactions 

CALP language students need in order to think critically, understand and learn new 
concepts, cognitively process complex academic material, and interact and 
communicate in academic contexts 

Cummins used an iceberg model to explain that BICS are often easy to observe (as is the part of 
the iceberg above the water), while CALP (the submerged part) has more depth, takes longer to 
acquire, and may require probing in order to be observed and evaluated. 
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 BICS 

 

          CALP 

 

 

The table below provides examples of BICS and CALP by language domain. 

Domains Examples of BICS Examples of CALP 

Listening 
and 
Speaking 

highly routine classroom 
interactions; interacting 
informally with friends and 
classmates 

participating in class discussions to build 
and demonstrate conceptual 
understanding; listening to presentations 
or educational multimedia; 
understanding language used in 
cognitively demanding explanations; 
presenting information to others 

Reading and 
Writing 
Grades K–1 

reading environmental print; 
making a short note (for 
students who have learned to 
read and write) 

learning to read; listening to and 
interpreting stories read aloud; reading 
stories; learning to write; participating in 
shared writing activities; reading and 
writing to complete class assignments; 
writing stories 

Reading and 
Writing 
Grades 2–12 

reading a note from a friend; 
composing or reading casual 
letters, emails, and text 
messages; reading bulletin 
boards, announcements, 
blogs, and other basic 
environmental print; making 
to-do lists 

reading a book or article to gain 
information; reading literature; writing an 
essay, explanation, or story; building 
conceptual knowledge through reading 
classroom materials 

Academic Language Proficiency Versus Academic 
Achievement 
Academic language proficiency is not the same as academic achievement, but it is an essential 
enabling component of academic achievement. EB students who have academic language 
proficiency understand the English that makes the learning of academic concepts and skills fully 
accessible. Academic language proficiency, therefore, provides the foundation for and access to 
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academic achievement. Language proficiency encompasses both social language proficiency 
(BICS) and academic language proficiency (CALP). 

The graphic below helps show the relationship between language proficiency as a whole, 
academic achievement as a whole, and the overlapping section—academic language 
proficiency. 

Academic Language Proficiency 

  

Language Proficiency Academic Achievement 

 

       

Social Language 
Proficiency 

Academic Language 
Proficiency 

Academic 
Achievement 

• language of social 
interaction 

• language acquisition 
often outside of school 

• tied to everyday life 

• grounded in language 
proficiency standards 

• language of content-
based instruction 

• language acquisition 
mainly within school 

• tied to school life 

• grounded in language 
proficiency standards 

• concepts of subject-
based instruction 

• conceptual development 

• tied to curriculum in 
specific subject areas 

• grounded in academic 
subject standards 

Assessing the Reading Domain Versus Academic Reading Language 
Arts 
TELPAS reading assessments differ from academic reading language arts assessments in two 
ways: 

1. TELPAS reading tests measure more specifically the ability to read in mathematics, 
science, and social studies contexts. 

2. TELPAS reading tests are designed around the stages of second language acquisition, 
while reading language arts (RLA) tests are designed around grade-level reading 
expectations. Non-EB students are assumed to have had the same amount of time to 
learn English and meet grade-level reading expectations. Because EB students may 
begin learning English at any age, assumptions cannot be made about how much 
English they can be expected to understand and read at a given grade level. The 
advanced high reading material on TELPAS includes texts similar to those encountered 
in grade-level instruction, because this is the stage at which students need minimal 
second language acquisition support to read grade-level material. The tests also, 
however, include reading material designed to assess the stages of second language 
acquisition that lead up to the advanced high level. 
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It is important to keep in mind that EB students who struggle to read grade-level English do not 
necessarily struggle to read in their native language. 

Advanced High English Language Proficiency Versus High Academic 
Achievement 
Note that high academic achievement is not mentioned in the definition of the advanced high 
level of English language proficiency. High academic achievement is not a prerequisite of 
English language proficiency. Advanced high EB students exhibit a range of academic 
achievement just as native English speakers do. 

High academic achievement is the goal of all schooling and is demonstrated through subject-
area assessments. Advanced high English language proficiency supports the ability of EB 
students to achieve academically but is not sufficient to guarantee it. An EB student with an 
advanced high level of English language proficiency who is not achieving academically needs 
interventions related to the subject matter taught, not second language acquisition. 

Building Language Proficiency 
The cone-shaped model below depicts the cumulative, spiraling, building nature of second 
language learning. The body of language skills associated with a given stage of proficiency is 
prerequisite to the broader range of skills at the next stage. The arrows indicate that language 
continues to develop beyond the advanced high level. This level is not intended to equal the 
English language proficiency of a student whose first language is English. Over time, advanced 
high EB students understand finer nuances of English meaning, use more natural phrasing, and 
learn low-frequency words, idioms, sayings, etc., that are typically familiar to individuals whose 
first language is English. 

 

 Advanced High 

 Advanced 

 Intermediate 

  

 Beginning  

 

Individuals progress through the proficiency levels at different rates depending on factors such 
as age, language facility, and instructional variables. Such factors may cause some students to 
progress more quickly in certain domains than others. In addition, students may move through 
certain levels more quickly or slowly than other levels. Without appropriate instruction, for 
example, some learners may plateau at the intermediate or advanced level. These students 
need targeted linguistic support to attain the level of English they need to make the learning of 
academic concepts easier. 

Each proficiency level encompasses a range of growth and has an early, middle, and late stage. 
Students in the late stages of a level demonstrate language that peaks into the next level. 
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Students in the early stages of a new level occasionally demonstrate language that spikes down 
to the previous level. Students progress to a new level when they perform most consistently at 
that level. 
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Training 
All test administrators and other campus personnel participating in TELPAS administrations are 
required to receive training on test security and administration procedures. 

Trainings for TELPAS are posted on the Learning Management System (LMS), which can be 
accessed via the Educators page of the Texas Assessment website. There are technology- and 
system-specific recorded trainings as well as modules focusing on TELPAS rater calibration and 
assembling and verifying. Trainings include:  

• Managing Secure Materials for the Texas Assessment Program 

• Technology Requirements for the Texas Assessment Program 

• The Centralized Reporting System Overview 

• TELPAS holistic rating training modules and practice activities  

District and campus personnel who will administer TELPAS assessments should ensure that 
they have read not only this guide but also the applicable user guides and other resources 
listed in the table below to familiarize themselves with current testing guidelines and 
procedures.  

Title Audience 

Test Information Distribution Engine (TIDE) User Guide Testing Coordinators  

Data Entry Interface (DEI) User Guide Testing Coordinators and 
Classroom Teachers 

Centralized Reporting System (CRS) User Guide Testing Coordinators and 
Classroom Teachers  

Additional training resources can be found on the TELPAS Resources webpage. 

  

https://www.texasassessment.gov/educators.html
https://txassessmentdocs.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ODCCM/pages/2793213706/Test+Information+Distribution+Engine+TIDE+User+Guide
https://txassessmentdocs.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ODCCM/pages/2793215930/Data+Entry+Interface+DEI+User+Guide
https://txassessmentdocs.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ODCCM/pages/2793216277/Centralized+Reporting+System+CRS+User+Guide
https://tea.texas.gov/student-assessment/testing/telpas/telpas-resources
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Test Results 
Educators who have a roster association with students can access results for those students 
through the Centralized Reporting System (CRS). TELPAS score reports include the individual 
proficiency level ratings of students (beginning, intermediate, advanced, and advanced high) in 
each of the four language domains assessed (listening, speaking, reading, and writing). 
Composite proficiency ratings are also provided. 

Composite proficiency ratings provide a single overall English language proficiency level derived 
from the proficiency ratings in the four language domains. The composite rating weights are 25 
percent for each language domain. 

Detailed information about TELPAS score reports is provided in CRS. 

TELPAS report cards are reports that explain TELPAS results to parents. They are produced in 
English and Spanish and are available for teachers, students, and parents to access in the Texas 
Assessment portals. 

Detailed information about TELPAS report cards is provided on the Texas Assessment website.

TELPAS results are used in the following ways: 

• to help parents monitor the progress their children make in learning English 

• to inform instructional planning and program exit decisions for individual students 

• to report performance to local school boards, school professionals, and the community 

• to evaluate programs, resources, and staffing patterns 

• to evaluate districts and campuses in a variety of state and federal accountability 
measures 

  

https://www.texasassessment.gov/telpas-score
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Listening 
English language proficiency in listening is defined for TELPAS as the ability to understand 
spoken language, comprehend and extract information, and follow social and instructional 
discourse. EB students who are English proficient in the domain of listening understand spoken 
English well enough to participate meaningfully and with minimal second language acquisition 
support in grade-level academic instruction. 

Performance-Based Listening Activities for 
Kindergarten through Grade 12 
The following types of performance-based activities are recommended as ways to develop and 
gather information about the listening proficiency of students. This list of activities is not 
exhaustive.  

• reacting to oral presentations 

• responding to text read aloud 

• following directions 

• cooperative group work 

• informal interactions with peers 

• large-group and small-group instructional interactions 

• one-on-one interviews 

• individual student conferences 

Instruction and Assessment for Kindergarten and 
Grade 1 
The following examples show the direct alignment between TELPAS and the ELPS. The first two 
examples include a link to a video clip of a student applying listening skills during an activity 
from the Performance-Based Listening Activities list. These types of activities help teachers stay 
attuned to students’ listening proficiency in ongoing instruction and for the spring TELPAS 
administration. 
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Listening Example 1: Following Directions, Grade 1 
 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 
One-on-one interactions enable teachers to monitor the listening comprehension of EB 
students for both formative and summative assessment purposes. For students at lower 
proficiency levels, modeling, visuals, gestures, and accommodated speech can be used to tailor 
the listening task to the proficiency levels of the students to keep them engaged and monitor 
their growth over time. These kinds of interactions help EB students develop not only listening 
comprehension skills in English but speaking skills as well. 

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 
The ELPS SEs and PLDs addressed in Listening Example 1 are shown below. 

  

CLICK HERE to see a teacher asking a student at the intermediate level of 
English language listening proficiency to use manipulatives to create a pattern. In 
the clip, the teacher observes the student’s responses and linguistically 
accommodates her instruction by modeling, using simple language, and repeating 
key vocabulary. When the student appears to misunderstand the teacher’s request 
that he describe the pattern he has created, she provides repeated cues to clarify 
her message based on the EB student’s proficiency level. 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_L_08_01.mp4
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Listening Example 2: Large-Group Instructional 
Interaction, Grade 1 

 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 
By asking the EB student to follow a minimally accommodated set of instructions in a large-
group setting, the teacher can monitor the EB student’s level of listening comprehension of 
academic language as well as his or her understanding of subject-area material. In doing so, the 
teacher addresses the EB student’s subject-area and language needs simultaneously. It is 
important for teachers to consciously build the academic language proficiency of EB students at 
higher English language proficiency levels while monitoring the extent to which they may still 
need some linguistic accommodation and scaffolding. This helps the EB students meet grade-
level learning expectations across the curriculum. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations  
19 TAC §74.4(c)(2) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) distinguish sounds and intonation patterns of 

English with increasing ease 

(B) recognize elements of the English sound system in 
newly acquired vocabulary such as long and short 
vowels, silent letters, and consonant clusters 

(C) learn new language structures, expressions, and basic 
and academic vocabulary heard during classroom 
instruction and interactions 

(D) monitor understanding of spoken language during 
classroom instruction and interactions and seek 
clarification as needed 

(E) use visual, contextual, and linguistic support to 
enhance and confirm understanding of increasingly 
complex and elaborated spoken language 

(G) understand the general meaning, main points, and 
important details of spoken language ranging from 
situations in which topics, language, and contexts are 
familiar to unfamiliar 

(I) demonstrate listening comprehension of increasingly 
complex spoken English by following directions and 
responding to questions and requests commensurate 
with content and grade-level needs  

Proficiency Level Descriptors  
19 TAC §74.4(d)(1) 

(B) Intermediate EB students have the ability to 
understand simple, high-frequency spoken English 
used in routine academic and social settings. These 
students: 

(i) usually understand simple or routine directions, as 
well as short, simple conversations and short, 
simple discussions on familiar topics; when topics 
are unfamiliar, require extensive linguistic 
supports and adaptations such as visuals, slower 
speech and other verbal cues, simplified language, 
gestures, and preteaching to preview or build 
topic-related vocabulary 

 CLICK HERE to see a teacher ask a student at the advanced high level of 
listening proficiency to identify a particular feature in the morning message. In this 
clip, the teacher does not modify or accommodate her speech, although she does 
repeat her instructions. The student appears to understand the teacher’s 
instructions to locate a lowercase “w” in the morning message. He confirms his 
understanding by looking at the alphabet poster and asking a clarifying question. 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_L_09_02.mp4
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ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 
The ELPS SEs and PLDs addressed in Listening Example 2 are shown below. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations  
19 TAC §74.4(c)(2) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) distinguish sounds and intonation patterns of 

English with increasing ease 

(B) recognize elements of the English sound system in 
newly acquired vocabulary such as long and short 
vowels, silent letters, and consonant clusters 

(C) learn new language structures, expressions, and basic 
and academic vocabulary heard during classroom 
instruction and interactions 

(D) monitor understanding of spoken language during 
classroom instruction and interactions and seek 
clarification as needed 

(E) use visual, contextual, and linguistic support to 
enhance and confirm understanding of increasingly 
complex and elaborated spoken language 

(G) understand the general meaning, main points, and 
important details of spoken language ranging from 
situations in which topics, language, and contexts are 
familiar to unfamiliar 

(I) demonstrate listening comprehension of increasingly 
complex spoken English by following directions and 
responding to questions and requests commensurate 
with content and grade-level needs 

Proficiency Level Descriptors  
19 TAC §74.4(d)(1) 

(D) Advanced high EB students have the ability to 
understand, with minimal second language 
acquisition support, grade-appropriate spoken 
English used in academic and social settings. These 
students: 

(i) understand longer, elaborated directions, 
conversations, and discussions on familiar and 
unfamiliar topics with occasional need for 
processing time and with little dependence on 
visuals, verbal cues, and gestures; some 
exceptions when complex academic or highly 
specialized language is used 

(ii) understand main points, important details, and 
implicit information at a level nearly comparable 
to native English-speaking peers during social and 
instructional interactions 

(iii) rarely require/request the speaker to repeat, slow 
down, or rephrase to clarify the meaning of the 
English they hear 

Some SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 
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Listening Example 3: Rating a Student’s English Language 
Proficiency, Grade 1 

Example 3 includes teacher observations of a student’s listening proficiency and several video 
clips of the student. The clips are provided to illustrate how teachers use the PLDs and 
holistically rate the proficiency of their kindergarten and grade 1 EB students. A link to the 
student’s proficiency level rating, including the key features of the PLDs exhibited, is also 
provided. 

 
Reminder: Teachers do not use video recordings during the actual administration of TELPAS. 
They use the knowledge of the student’s English language proficiency level obtained through 
daily classroom observations and interactions. Video clips are used during TELPAS rater training 
to calibrate teachers to use the PLDs consistently and accurately for the spring assessment. 

  

During academic interactions, Min Hee sometimes seems to understand the 
discussions because she nods her head and smiles and doesn’t ask me for 
clarification. I have to ask probing questions to get a sense of whether she truly 
comprehends. A similar experience happened yesterday when I conferenced with 

her about her journal writing, as shown in  video clip 1. 

On the playground, I observe Min Hee struggling to interact with her English-
speaking friends. Her friends have to use gestures and simple language to help Min 
Hee participate in games. I also notice that when I talk to her about a familiar topic, 
such as her family, I have to speak slowly and use other linguistic supports in order 
for her to understand at least some of the conversation. Last week I asked her 

about her family’s vacation plans, as shown in  video clip 2. 

During science, Min Hee has difficulty understanding verbal directions for group 
activities. She frequently watches other students for cues or asks for clarification 
from classmates that speak her native language. Min Hee also struggles to 
understand whole-class mathematics instruction. Even when a classroom volunteer 
or I interact with her individually and provide substantial second language 
acquisition support, she is often unable to understand key words and concepts that 

I’m teaching, as shown in  video clip 3. 

CLICK HERE to see Min Hee’s listening proficiency level rating. 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Min%20Hee_Student1_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Min%20Hee_Student2_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Min%20Hee_Student3_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Min_Hee_ProfLevelRating.pdf
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Annotations for Grades 2–12 
Annotations are provided to describe the alignment of each listening question type with the 
ELPS SEs, to identify the targeted proficiency levels of each listening question, and to explain 
possible point values of each question type. Listening questions are worth one point each 
unless otherwise noted.  

Listening Question Type: Listen to a Description to Identify an 
Object 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an understanding of spoken words and language structures 
necessary for constructing meaning in English 

SE* (C) Learn new language structures, expressions, and basic and academic vocabulary 
heard during classroom instruction and interactions 

Description This question type requires the EB student to listen to a prompt and identify an 
object within an image or set of images by clicking on a hotspot. 

Point Values Students will earn one point for a correct response to a question of this type. 

Targeted 
Proficiency 

Levels  

Beginning, Intermediate 

* ELPS SE  

Listening Question Type: Follow Spoken Directions to Find a 
Location 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate a basic understanding of spoken English used in a variety of 
contexts 

SE (I) Demonstrate listening comprehension of increasingly complex spoken English by 
following directions, retelling or summarizing spoken messages, responding to 
questions and requests, collaborating with peers, and taking notes commensurate 
with content and grade-level needs 

Description This question type requires the EB student to listen to directions and identify the 
location on a map that corresponds to those directions by clicking on a hotspot. 

Point Values Students will earn one point for a correct response to a question of this type. 

Targeted 
Proficiency 

Levels 

Beginning, Intermediate 

Listening Question Type: Match Images with Recorded 
Descriptions 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate a basic understanding of spoken English used in a variety of 
contexts 
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SE (I) Demonstrate listening comprehension of increasingly complex spoken English by 
following directions, retelling or summarizing spoken messages, responding to 
questions and requests, collaborating with peers, and taking notes commensurate 
with content and grade-level needs 

Description These question types require the EB student to listen to prompts and match 
prompts with corresponding images. Depending on the question type, the 
student may select from one of four prompts or images as answer choices, or the 
student may drag images into place next to each image’s corresponding prompt. 

Point Values Point values for this question type vary from one to four points for questions using 
the drag-and-drop matching functionality. A student will receive a point for each 
image correctly matched with its corresponding prompt. 

Targeted 
Proficiency 

Levels 

Beginning, Intermediate 

Listening Question Type: Sequence Images Based on a Recorded 
Stimulus 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate a basic understanding of spoken English used in a variety of 
contexts 

SE (G) Understand the general meaning, main points, and important details of spoken 
language ranging from situations in which topics, language, and contexts are 
familiar to unfamiliar 

Description This question type requires the EB student to listen to a stimulus and put a series 
of images in order based on the stimulus by dragging images into their 
corresponding positions. 

Point Values Point values for this question type range from one to three points if images 
in the sequence are placed in the correct order. 

Targeted 
Proficiency 

Levels 

Beginning, Intermediate 

Listening Question Type: Identify the Meaning of a Word or Phrase 
in a Recorded Stimulus 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an understanding of spoken words and language structures 
necessary for constructing meaning in English 

SE (E) Use visual, contextual, and linguistic support to enhance and confirm 
understanding of increasingly complex and elaborated spoken language 

Description This question type requires the EB student to listen to a segment of a recorded 
passage and identify the meaning of an unknown word from that segment. The 
student selects a response from four answer choices. 

Point Values Students will earn one point for a correct response to a question of this type. 

Targeted 
Proficiency 

Levels 

Advanced, Advanced High 
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Listening Question Type: Understand Main Ideas and Important 
Details in a Recorded Stimulus 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate a basic understanding of spoken English used in a variety of 
contexts 

SE (G) Understand the general meaning, main points, and important details of spoken 
language ranging from situations in which topics, language, and contexts are 
familiar to unfamiliar 

Description This question type requires the EB student to listen to a segment of a recorded 
passage and identify a main idea or important detail from that segment. For 
example, the student may be asked to identify a summary, main problem/conflict, 
chronology of events, or setting, among other tasks. The student selects a response 
from four answer choices. 

Point Values Students will earn one point for a correct response to a question of this type. 

Targeted 
Proficiency 

Levels 

Advanced, Advanced High 

Listening Question Type: Analyze and Draw Conclusions from a 
Recorded Stimulus 

Reporting 
Category 

3 – Demonstrate an ability to analyze and evaluate information and ideas presented 
in spoken English in a variety of contexts 

SE (H) Understand implicit ideas and information in increasingly complex spoken 
language commensurate with grade-level learning expectations 

Description This question type requires the EB student to listen to a segment of a recorded 
passage and analyze or evaluate that segment. For example, the student may be 
asked to identify the cause or effect of an event; identify a character’s feelings or 
traits; or draw a conclusion or inference, among other tasks. The student selects a 
response from four answer choices. 

Point Values Students will earn one point for a correct response to a question of this type. 

Targeted 
Proficiency 

Levels 

Advanced, Advanced High 
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Speaking 
English language proficiency in speaking is defined for TELPAS as the ability to use spoken 
English appropriately and effectively in learning activities and social interactions. This definition 
relates specifically to the communication skills that an EB student needs to use English as an 
effective medium for academic instruction. 

Performance-Based Speaking Activities for 
Kindergarten through Grade 12 
The following types of performance-based activities are recommended as ways to develop and 
gather information about the speaking proficiency of EB students. This list of activities is not 
exhaustive. 

• cooperative group work 

• oral presentation 

• informal interactions with peers 

• large-group and small-group instructional interactions 

• one-on-one interviews 

• classroom discussions 

• articulation of problem-solving strategies 

• individual student conferences 

Instruction and Assessment for Kindergarten and 
Grade 1 
The following examples show the direct alignment between TELPAS and the ELPS. The first two 
examples include links to video clips of a student engaged in an activity from the Grades K–1 
Performance-Based Speaking Activities list. These types of activities help teachers stay attuned 
to students’ speaking proficiency in ongoing instruction and for the spring TELPAS 
administration. 

Speaking Example 1: Classroom Discussion, Kindergarten 

 

 CLICK HERE to see an EB student at the advanced level of speaking proficiency 
participate in a group discussion about a book the class has been reading. The clip starts 
as the teacher asks the student to explain why one of the characters from the book feels 
a certain way. 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_S_12_Video02.mp4
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Benefit to Teaching and Learning 

Classroom discussions give EB students the opportunity to practice and internalize new 
vocabulary and language structures in ways that help them progress from one proficiency level 
to the next in a nonthreatening, engaging group setting. For example, even though this EB 
student is at the advanced level of speaking proficiency, she benefits from hearing some key 
vocabulary supplied by a classmate and from the opportunity to use that language to elaborate 
on her response. Such activities also help teachers monitor EB students’ current proficiency 
levels and better understand how to tailor and keep subject-matter instruction comprehensible 
and accessible as EB students progress. 

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 

The ELPS SEs and PLDs addressed in Speaking Example 1 are shown in the chart below. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations  
19 TAC §74.4(c)(3) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) practice producing sounds of newly acquired 

vocabulary to pronounce English words in a 
manner that is increasingly comprehensible 

(B) expand and internalize initial English vocabulary 
by learning and using high-frequency English 
words and using routine language needed for 
classroom communication 

(C) speak using a variety of grammatical structures, 
sentence lengths, sentence types, and connecting 
words with increasing accuracy and ease as more 
English is acquired 

(D) speak using grade-level content area vocabulary 
in context 

(E) share information in cooperative learning 
interactions 

(F) give information ranging from using a very 
limited bank of high-frequency, high-need, 
concrete vocabulary, including key words and 
expressions needed for basic communication in 
academic and social contexts, to using abstract 
and content-based vocabulary during extended 
speaking assignments 

(G) express opinions, ideas, and feelings ranging 
from communicating single words and short 
phrases to participating in extended discussions 
on a variety of social and grade-appropriate 
academic topics 

(H) narrate, describe, and explain with increasing 
specificity and detail as more English is acquired 

(I) adapt spoken language appropriately for formal 
and informal purposes 

(J) respond orally to information presented in a wide 
variety of print, electronic, audio, and visual media 

Proficiency Level Descriptors  
19 TAC §74.4(d)(2) 

(B) Advanced EB students have the ability to speak 
using grade-appropriate English, with second-
language acquisition support, in academic and 
social settings. These students: 

(i) are able to participate comfortably in most 
conversations and academic discussions on 
familiar topics, with some pauses to restate, 
repeat, or search for words and phrases to 
clarify meaning 

(ii) discuss familiar academic topics using 
content-based terms and common abstract 
vocabulary; can usually speak in some detail 
on familiar topics 

(iii) have a grasp of basic grammar features, 
including a basic ability to narrate and 
describe in present, past, and future tenses; 
have an emerging ability to use complex 
sentences and complex grammar features 

(iv) make errors that interfere somewhat with 
communication when using complex 
grammar structures, long sentences, and 
less familiar words and expressions 

(v) may mispronounce words, but use 
pronunciation that can usually be 
understood by people not accustomed to 
interacting with EB students 
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Some SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 

 

Speaking Example 2: One-on-One Interview, Grade 1 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 

One-on-one interactions give teachers the opportunity to monitor and assess the EB student’s 
subject-area English language proficiency level in social and academic contexts. In these 
interactions, EB students can practice using and internalizing new vocabulary and language 
structures, while teachers can model and reinforce correct use of English. For example, in this 
clip the teacher offers a vocabulary correction, while also prompting the student to continue his 
narrative. Engaging students in conversations calling for everyday English helps teachers 
understand EB students’ language needs related to the basic English that non-EB student 
grade-level peers already know. It also helps teachers ensure EB students’ foundational basic 
language proficiency. 

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 

The ELPS SEs and PLDs addressed in Speaking Example 2 are shown in the chart below. 

  

 CLICK HERE to see an EB student at the advanced high level of speaking 
proficiency describe a fishing trip. In this clip, the student narrates in some detail about 
the event, including what his dad and brother did. 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_S_15_Video01.mp4
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ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations 
19 TAC §74.4(c)(3) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) practice producing sounds of newly acquired 

vocabulary to pronounce English words in a 
manner that is increasingly comprehensible 

(B) expand and internalize initial English vocabulary 
by learning and using high-frequency English 
words and using routine language needed for 
classroom communication 

(C) speak using a variety of grammatical structures, 
sentence lengths, sentence types, and connecting 
words with increasing accuracy and ease as more 
English is acquired 

(E) share information in cooperative learning 
interactions 

(F) give information ranging from using a very 
limited bank of high-frequency, high-need, 
concrete vocabulary, including key words and 
expressions needed for basic communication in 
academic and social contexts, to using abstract 
and content-based vocabulary during extended 
speaking assignments 

(G) express opinions, ideas, and feelings ranging 
from communicating single words and short 
phrases to participating in extended discussions 
on a variety of social and grade-appropriate 
academic topics 

(H) narrate, describe, and explain with increasing 
specificity and detail as more English is acquired 

(I) adapt spoken language appropriately for formal 
and informal purposes 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
19 TAC §74.4(d)(2) 

(D) Advanced high EB students have the ability to 
speak using grade-appropriate English, with 
minimal second language acquisition support, in 
academic and social settings. These students: 

(i) are able to participate in extended discussion 
on a variety of social and grade-appropriate 
academic topics with only occasional 
disruptions, hesitations, or pauses 

(ii) communicate effectively using abstract and 
content-based vocabulary during classroom 
and instructions tasks, with some exceptions 
when low-frequency or academically 
demanding vocabulary is needed; use many 
of the same idioms and colloquialisms as 
their native English-speaking peers 

(iii) can use English grammar structures and 
complex sentences to narrate and describe 
at a level nearly comparable to native 
English-speaking peers 

(iv) make few second language acquisition errors 
that interfere with overall communication 

(v) may mispronounce words, but rarely use 
pronunciation that interferes with overall 
communication 

Some SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 
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Speaking Example 3: Rating a Student’s English Language 
Proficiency, Grade 1 

Example 3 includes teacher observations of a student’s speaking proficiency and several video 
clips of the student. The clips are provided to illustrate how teachers use the PLDs and 
holistically rate the speaking proficiency of their kindergarten and grade 1 EB students. A link to 
the student’s proficiency level rating, including the key features of the PLDs exhibited, is also 
provided. 

 

Annotations for Grades 2–12 
Annotations for speaking questions will indicate the amount of time allotted for a student to 
record a response and the maximum point value a response can earn based on the speech 
characteristics (e.g., pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar) of that particular response. 

Joaquim is able to verbally express simple, original messages in English. However, he 
makes some pronunciation errors, and his speech is characterized by frequent and 
sometimes long pauses. He spoke in simple sentences and made some second 

language acquisition errors when he described a picture of a truck, as shown in  
video clip 1. 

Earlier this week students talked about what they did for spring break. Joaquim told 
me about his experience at Sea World with his family. He demonstrated the ability to 
use concrete, high-frequency vocabulary, with pauses, to speak simply about the 

experience, as shown in  video clip 2. 

In a small-group science discussion, Joaquim expressed himself using basic academic 
vocabulary in short phrases to explain when birds sleep and then to talk about birds 
in Brazil. Joaquim’s pronunciation of English sometimes affected his ability to 

communicate effectively, as shown in  video clip 3. 

During a health lesson on safety, Joaquim explained some features of the drawing he 
was making. Even though he is familiar with auto racing, he had difficulty speaking in 
detail about his picture. Joaquim communicated using basic vocabulary and made 
second language acquisition errors when he tried to use less familiar words and 

grammar, as shown in  video clip 4. 

Last week a group of students talked together at the end of the day while they 
waited for the bus. Joaquim joined in their conversation about things they like to do 

after school. Joaquim talked about skateboarding, as shown in  video clip 5. 

CLICK HERE to see Joaquim’s speaking proficiency level rating. 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Joaquim_Student1_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Joaquim_Student2_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Joaquim_Student3_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Joaquim_Student4_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Joaquim_Student5_1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Joaquim_ProfLevelRating.pdf
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Speaking Question Type: Formulate and Ask a Question 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (F) Ask and give information ranging from using a very limited bank of high-
frequency, high-need, concrete vocabulary, including key words and expressions 
needed for basic communication in academic and social contexts, to using abstract 
and content-based vocabulary during extended speaking assignments 

Description This question type requires the EB student to formulate a question about a 
given image, using an accompanying prompt. 

Point Values A student has 45 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of two points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Explain a Response or Reaction to a 
Situation 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (F) Ask and give information ranging from using a very limited bank of high-
frequency, high-need, concrete vocabulary, including key words and expressions 
needed for basic communication in academic and social contexts, to using abstract 
and content-based vocabulary during extended speaking assignments 

Description This question type requires the EB student to explain or tell a personal 
reaction or response, given a situation or scenario. 

Point Values A student has 45 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of two points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Describe a Picture 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (H) Narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail as more 
English is acquired 

Description This question type requires the EB student to describe a picture. In the 
description, the student is asked to include a minimum of three pieces of 
information about the picture. 

Point Values A student has 45 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of two points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Talk About a Future Event 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (H) Narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail as more 
English is acquired 
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Description This question type requires the EB student to make a prediction about a future 
event related to an image, given the image and an accompanying prompt. 

Point Values A student has 45 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of two points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Give Directions 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (H) Narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail as more 
English is acquired 

Description This question type requires the EB student to give directions from a starting point 
to an ending point, given a map and an accompanying prompt. 

Point Values A student has 45 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of two points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Explain a Process 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (H) Narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail as more 
English is acquired 

Description This question type requires the EB student to explain the steps needed to carry out 
and complete a process or product. In this question type, the EB student is given an 
image of the completed process and images of the interim steps, as well as an 
accompanying prompt. 

Point Values A student has 90 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of four points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Tell a Story Based on Picture Cues 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (H) Narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail as more 
English is acquired 

Description This question type requires the EB student to narrate a story, given a 
series of four sequenced images. 

Point Values A student has 90 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of four points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Explain or Summarize a Recorded 
Stimulus 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to provide and summarize 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 
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SE (H) Narrate, describe, and explain with increasing specificity and detail as more 
English is acquired 

Description This question type requires the EB student to respond to a prompt about a listening 
passage. Prompts will vary. For example, the student may be asked to retell a story; 
explain problems, conflicts, and/or solutions; or summarize main ideas and facts, 
among other tasks. 

Point Values A student has 90 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of four points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Analyze or Express Opinions About a 
Recorded Stimulus 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to share opinions and analyze 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (J) Respond orally to information presented in a wide variety of print, electronic, 
audio, and visual media to build and reinforce concept and language attainment 

Description This question type requires the EB student to respond to a prompt about a 
listening passage. Prompts will vary. For example, the student may be asked to 
describe a character’s traits, feelings, or motives; synthesize information from the 
passage; explain a personal connection with or express an opinion about the 
passage; or draw and defend conclusions about the passage, among other tasks. 

Point Values A student has 90 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of four points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Compare and Contrast Images 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to share opinions and analyze 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (J) Respond orally to information presented in a wide variety of print, electronic, 
audio, and visual media to build and reinforce concept and language attainment 

Description This question type requires the EB student to compare and contrast two images. In 
the response, the student is asked to include a minimum of two similarities and two 
differences between the images. 

Point Values A student has 90 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of four points for this question type. 

Speaking Question Type: Respond to Open-Ended Questions 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate an ability to use spoken English to share opinions and analyze 
information in a variety of academic and social situations 

SE (G) Express opinions, ideas, and feelings ranging from communicating single words 
and short phrases to participating in extended discussions on a variety of social and 
grade-appropriate academic topics 
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Description This question type requires the EB student to respond to an open-ended prompt. 
Prompts will vary. For example, the student may be asked to recount past 
experiences; give advice or make recommendations; express and explain likes and 
dislikes; discuss future or hypothetical events; or describe individuals or events, 
among other tasks. 

Point Values A student has 90 seconds to record a response, and the response may earn a 
maximum of four points for this question type. 
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 Appendix C 
Additional Reading 
Information 
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Reading 
English language proficiency in reading is defined for TELPAS as the ability to comprehend and 
interpret written text at the grade-appropriate level.  

Students in kindergarten and grade 1 (EB students and non-EB students) vary in how quickly 
they learn to decode written text. EB students in kindergarten and grade 1 may be at different 
developmental stages of emerging literacy regardless of their stage of second language 
acquisition. As is customary in kindergarten and grade 1 instruction, students build 
foundational reading skills through texts read aloud as well as through activities that support 
their emerging ability to read written texts. Throughout the year, teachers monitor and develop 
the reading proficiency levels of their kindergarten and grade 1 EB students during ongoing 
classroom instruction as they incorporate the ELPS and subject-area TEKS in daily instruction.  

For students in grades 2–12, the definition of reading proficiency is not tied specifically to the 
language arts discipline but more broadly to the ability to read texts typically encountered 
during all grade-level instruction. 

Performance-Based Reading Activities for 
Kindergarten and Grade 1 
The following types of performance-based activities are recommended as ways to develop and 
gather information about the reading proficiency of EB students. This list of activities is not 
exhaustive. 

• paired reading 

• sing-alongs and read-alongs, including chants and poems 

• shared reading with big books, charts, overhead transparencies, and other displays 

• guided reading with leveled readers 

• reading subject-area texts and related materials 

• independent reading 

• cooperative group work 

• reading-response journals 

Instruction and Assessment for Kindergarten and 
Grade 1 
The following examples show the direct alignment between TELPAS and the ELPS. The first two 
examples include links to video clips of a student engaged in an activity from the Performance-
Based Reading Activities list. These types of activities help teachers stay attuned to students’ 
English language reading proficiency in ongoing instruction and for the spring TELPAS 
administration. 
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Reading Example 1: Shared Reading with Big Books, 
Grade 1 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 
Shared reading activities enable teachers to monitor the reading comprehension of EB students 
for both formative and summative assessment purposes. For students at lower proficiency 
levels, story visuals can be used to enhance comprehension, and teachers can tailor questions 
to the proficiency levels of the students to keep them engaged in the activity and monitor their 
growth over time. These kinds of activities help EB students develop not only reading 
comprehension skills in English but listening and speaking skills as well. 

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 

In this activity, the teacher addresses several ELPS SEs and gathers information aligned to PLDs 
that describe how well students comprehend stories read aloud in English. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations 
19 TAC §74.4(c)(4) 

The student is expected to: 
(F) use visual and contextual support and support 

from teachers to read grade-appropriate content 
area text, enhance and confirm understanding, 
and develop vocabulary and grasp of language 
structures to comprehend increasingly challenging 
language 

(G) demonstrate comprehension of increasingly 
complex English by participating in shared 
reading, retelling or summarizing material and 
responding to questions commensurate with 
content area and grade level needs 

(I)  demonstrate English comprehension and expand 
reading skills by employing basic reading skills such 
as demonstrating understanding of supporting 
ideas and details in text and graphic sources 
commensurate with content area needs 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
19 TAC §74.4(d)(3) 

(B) Intermediate EB students have a limited ability to 
use the English language to build foundational 
reading skills. These students: 

(i) demonstrate limited comprehension (key 
words and general meaning) of grade-
appropriate stories read aloud in English, 
unless the stories include 

(I) predictable story lines 

(II) highly familiar topics 

(III) primarily high-frequency, concrete 
vocabulary 

(IV) short, simple sentences 

(V) visual and linguistic supports 

 CLICK HERE to see a teacher who has just finished reading a story aloud. The story 
was about a gift that a young girl made for a family member by gathering her favorite things 
and putting them in a basket. The storyline was neither highly familiar nor predictable, but 
the book does have illustrations to support understanding. In the clip, the teacher 
linguistically accommodates her instruction by tailoring questions about the story to the 
English language proficiency level of an intermediate EB student. 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_R_08_Video01.mp4
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Reading Example 2: Reading-Response Journal, Grade 1 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 
Students use reading-response journals to communicate their thoughts about books they have 
read. The responses provide a means for monitoring their developing reading ability. Students 
not yet at the developmental stage of decoding written text can respond to stories read aloud 
by drawing pictures to show understanding. The interactions between the teacher and student 
also give the student opportunities to practice and internalize new English vocabulary and 
language structures that are necessary prerequisites for developing grade-level reading skills in 
English. 

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 
The ELPS SEs and PLDs addressed in Reading Example 2 are shown in the chart below. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations 
19 TAC §74.4(c)(4) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) learn relationships between sounds and letters of 

the English language and decode (sound out) 
words 

(B) recognize directionality of English reading such as 
left to right and top to bottom 

(C) comprehend English vocabulary and language 
structures used routinely in written classroom 
materials 

(F) use visual and contextual support and support 
from teachers to read grade-appropriate content 
area text, enhance and confirm understanding, 
and develop vocabulary and grasp of language 
structures to comprehend increasingly challenging 
language 

(G) demonstrate comprehension of increasingly 
complex English by participating in shared 
reading, retelling or summarizing material and 
responding to questions commensurate with 
content area and grade level needs 

(I)  demonstrate English comprehension and expand 
reading skills by employing basic reading skills such 
as demonstrating understanding of supporting 
ideas and details in text and graphic sources 
commensurate with content area needs 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
19 TAC §74.4(d)(3) 

(C) Advanced EB students have the ability to use the 
English language, with second language 
acquisition support, to build foundational reading 
skills. These students: 

(i) demonstrate comprehension of most main 
points and most supporting ideas in 
grade-appropriate stories read aloud in 
English, although they may still depend on 
visual and linguistic supports to gain or 
confirm meaning 

(iii) with second language acquisition support, 
are able to decode most grade-appropriate 
English text because they 

(I) understand the meaning of most 
grade-appropriate English words 

(II) have little difficulty with English sounds 
and sound-symbol relationships that 
result from differences between their 
primary language and English 

Some SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 

 CLICK HERE to see a student at the advanced level of English language reading 
proficiency using what she wrote in her journal to retell The Very Hungry Caterpillar. The 
story features a predictable storyline and concrete vocabulary that can be supported 
through illustrations. This student can decode written text. 

 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_R_08_Video02.mp4
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Reading Example 3: Rating a Student’s English Language 
Proficiency, Grade 1 

Example 3 includes teacher observations of a student’s reading proficiency and several video 
clips of the student. The clips are provided to illustrate how teachers use the PLDs to holistically 
rate the reading proficiency of their kindergarten and grade 1 EB students. A link to the 
student’s proficiency level rating, including the key features of the PLDs exhibited, is also 
provided. 

 

Annotations for Grades 2–12 
Annotations are provided to describe the question types and alignment of the test with the 
ELPS SEs and PLDs. The samples are not formatted as they appear in the online tests.  

Annotated Test Samples 
TELPAS reading sample test questions and reading passages are shown on the following pages. 
The four proficiency levels are represented as well as the six grade clusters. Annotations are 
provided to describe the question types and alignment of the test with the ELPS SEs and PLDs. 
The samples are not formatted as they appear in the online tests. Refer to the next section for 
information about how to access the samples in the online format. 

Seung enjoys listening to me read books aloud to the class. Without relying on 
visuals much, he’s able to retell the main events and answer comprehension 
questions. 

Seung needs little second language acquisition support when he reads books in 
his reading group. Recently, we read a book about an owl. He successfully read 

without assistance, as shown in  video clip 1. 

Later during that reading group, Seung showed he understood the story by 

answering comprehension questions correctly, as shown in  video clip 2. 

Seung is able to decode words in books and on the word wall at a level similar to 
his native English-speaking classmates. Last week, he successfully read from a 

grade-level book, as shown in  video clip 3. 

CLICK HERE to see Seung’s reading proficiency level rating. 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Seung_Student1.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Seung_Student2.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Seung_Student3.mp4
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Seung_ProfLevelRating.pdf
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Word Identification Questions, Grades 8–9, Beginning 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Understand words and language structures necessary for constructing meaning 
in English 

SE* (C) Develop basic sight vocabulary 

Description This question type requires the EB student to fill in the blank in a short sentence 
with the English word pictured. Words assessed are among the earliest learned by 
students new to the English language. This question type assesses the early stages 
of the beginning level and is developed for all grades. 

PLDs** (A) (i) Beginning EB students read and understand the very limited recently 
practiced, memorized, or highly familiar English they have learned, such as 
high-frequency words and concrete words that can be represented by pictures. 

* ELPS SE 

** ELPS PLDs 
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Cloze Questions Assessing Everyday and Routine Academic 
Language, Grades 10–12, Intermediate 

 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Understand words and language structures necessary for constructing meaning 
in English 

SE (C) Comprehend English vocabulary and language structures used routinely in 
written classroom materials 

Description This question type has a cloze (fill-in-the-blank) format with one or two sentences. 
Strong picture support is provided, and high-frequency English, short sentences, and 
simple language structures are used. This type of question is developed at all grades 
to assess the beginning and intermediate levels. 

PLDs (B) (i), (iii), (iv) Intermediate EB students read and understand vocabulary on a 
somewhat wider range of topics, including everyday oral language and routine 
academic language. They have a growing understanding of basic language 
structures, understand short, connected sentences, and depend on visual 
support to sustain comprehension. 
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Responding to Questions about Pictures, Grades 4–5, Beginning  

 

Reporting 
Category 

2 – Demonstrate basic understanding of a variety of texts 

SE (G) Demonstrate comprehension of increasingly complex English by responding to 
questions 

Description This question type requires the EB student to answer a basic question about a 
picture. Short sentences featuring simple language structures and high-frequency 
words are used. These questions measure comprehension of the kinds of questions 
that students at the assessed proficiency level can read and understand. The 
question type is developed for the intermediate level at grade 2 and the beginning 
level at other grades. 

PLDs (A) (i), (iii), (iv), (v) Beginning EB students read and understand some very high-
frequency words and some sentences in highly routine contexts or recently 
practiced, highly familiar text. They have a very limited sense of English language 
structures and are highly dependent on visuals to derive meaning from text in 
English. 
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Subject-Area Cloze Questions—Science, Grades 8–9, Advanced High 

 

Reporting 
Category 

1 – Understand words and language structures necessary for constructing meaning 
in English 

SE (F) Use contextual support to read grade-appropriate content area text and develop 
grasp of language structures to comprehend increasingly challenging language. 

Description This cloze format requires the EB student to read content-based English text 
consisting of several sentences. Mathematics and science contexts are most often 
used. The student is not expected to perform or have mastered a content-based 
skill. The student uses academic English vocabulary and language structures to 
select the word that best fits the context. This question type is primarily developed 
for the advanced and advanced high levels. 

PLDs (D) (i), (iii) Advanced high EB students are able to read and understand vocabulary 
at a level nearly comparable to their native English-speaking peers, and they are 
able to use their familiarity with English language structures to construct meaning 
of grade-appropriate text. 
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Narrative Selection, Grade 3, Intermediate 

 

 

 

 

  

Intermediate level students can read short reading passages that feature simple sentences and 
highly familiar English, but they are dependent on visual cues and story predictability to sustain 
comprehension. As compared to beginners, intermediate students are able to read and 
understand English vocabulary on a wider range of topics and with increased depth. The topic 
of this passage is familiar. The illustration supports one of the story’s main events. Narrative 
passages with appropriate linguistic supports are developed to assess all proficiency levels. 
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Reporting 
Category 

2 – Basic understanding of a variety of texts 

SE (I) Employ basic reading skills to understand supporting details and to distinguish 
main ideas from details commensurate with content area needs 

Description The first question measures the ability to understand a supporting detail of the 
story. The second question measures the ability to distinguish the main idea of the 
story from details. The questions use everyday language that intermediate students 
can understand. 

PLDs (B) (vi) Intermediate EB students are able to apply basic comprehension skills when 
reading texts that are linguistically accommodated and/or simplified for this 
proficiency level. 

 

Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (J) Employ inferential skills such as drawing inferences from text 

Description This question measures the student’s ability to analyze the story to determine that 
the character of Joe’s dad is best described as kind. 

PLDs (B) (vi) Intermediate EB students are able to apply some higher-order 
comprehension skills when reading texts that are linguistically accommodated 
and/or simplified for this proficiency level. 
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Informational Selection, Grade 2, Advanced 

  

Informational texts are mainly written for the advanced and advanced high proficiency levels. 
This text is science-related. At the advanced level, EB students demonstrate the ability to 
read about unfamiliar topics at a grade-appropriate level when suitable linguistic supports 
are included. 
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Reporting 
Category 

2 – Basic understanding of a variety of texts 

SE (I) Employ basic reading skills to understand supporting details commensurate with 
content area needs 

Description This question measures the ability to read and understand important details in a 
content-based text. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply basic comprehension skills when 
reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features to determine or clarify meaning, 
particularly with unfamiliar topics. 
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Reporting 
Category 

1 – Understand words and language structures necessary for constructing meaning 
in English 

SE (F) Use contextual support to read grade-appropriate content area text 

Description In this question, the EB student uses the textual cue “so they do not fall” as context 
for understanding the meaning of the English word “balance.” Textual cues are 
written to be comprehensible to students at the targeted proficiency level. Visual 
and textual cues help EB students broaden their bank of English vocabulary and 
confirm the meaning of words they find difficult to sound out. 

PLDs (C) (i), (iii), (iv) Advanced EB students read and understand, with second language 
acquisition support, a variety of grade-appropriate English vocabulary in academic 
contexts and use their growing familiarity with English language structures to 
construct meaning of grade-appropriate text. They can apply basic comprehension 
skills when reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on 
visuals and other linguistically accommodated text features to determine or clarify 
meaning, particularly with unfamiliar topics. 

 

 

Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (J) Employ inferential skills such as drawing conclusions from text 

Description This question measures the ability of the students to move beyond basic 
comprehension of content-based text to think inferentially about what they have 
read. 
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PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply higher-order comprehension skills 
when reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features to determine or clarify meaning, 
particularly with unfamiliar topics. 

Narrative Selection, Grade 3, Advanced 

  

This story is relayed using fairly noncomplex text and at first glance may appear to be accessible 
to intermediate EB students. However, the story has a surprise twist. Advanced level EB 
students have enough command of English to follow unpredictable story lines in noncomplex 
text, enabling them to read beyond the lines of the text to make implicit connections. 
Intermediate EB students, by contrast, rely on familiar and predictable story lines as a road map 
to derive and confirm meaning when they engage in independent reading tasks. 
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Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (K) Employ analytical skills commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question measures the ability of students to evaluate the graphic and use their 
understanding of the sequence of events in the story to fill in the empty box. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply higher-order comprehension skills 
when reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features to determine or clarify meaning, 
particularly with unfamiliar topics. 
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Reporting 
Category 

2 – Basic understanding of a variety of texts 

SE (I) Employ basic reading skills to summarize text commensurate with content area 
needs 

Description This question measures the ability to understand what the story is generally about 
and provides evidence of whether the EB student has reached the advanced level 
of English reading proficiency. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply basic comprehension skills when 
reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features to determine or clarify meaning, 
particularly with unfamiliar topics. 
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Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (J) Employ inferential skills such as predicting commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question measures whether the student understands the story. A thorough 
understanding is required to understand that William chose to be honest rather 
than take money from the wallet he found to buy the game he wanted. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply higher-order comprehension skills 
when reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features to determine or clarify meaning, 
particularly with unfamiliar topics. 

 

Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (J) Employ inferential skills such as drawing conclusions from text 

Description This question measures the student’s ability to analyze the story to determine that 
the character is best described as honest. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply higher-order comprehension skills 
when reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features to determine or clarify meaning, 
particularly with unfamiliar topics. 
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Narrative Selection, Grades 10–12, Advanced High 

 

  

The language complexity in this advanced high passage is similar to that of grade-level 
materials. The way EB students answer comprehension questions about these types of literary 
texts provides evidence of their reading vocabulary level and overall ability to independently 
synthesize the meaning of the English they encounter in high school English reading passages. 
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Reporting 
Category 

2 – Basic understanding of a variety of texts 

SE (I) Employ basic reading skills to demonstrate understanding of supporting details in 
text commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question measures whether the student understands supporting details of the 
text’s main idea. 

PLDs (D) (iv) Advanced high EB students are able to apply, with minimal second 
language acquisition support and at a level nearly comparable to native 
English-speaking peers, basic comprehension skills when reading grade-
appropriate text. 
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Reporting 
Category 

1 – Understand words and language structures necessary for constructing meaning 
in English 

SE (F) Use contextual support to read grade-appropriate content area text 

Description This question requires the student to use contextual cues in paragraphs 1 and 2 to 
understand the meaning of “rouse.” 

PLDs (D) (i) Advanced high EB students read and understand vocabulary at a level 
nearly comparable to their native English-speaking peers, with some 
exceptions when low-frequency or specialized vocabulary is used. 

Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (K) Employ analytical skills commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question assesses the ability to read analytically and beyond a basic 
understanding of a text to a deeper, more complete understanding of ideas and 
themes conveyed in literary texts. 

PLDs (D) (iv) Advanced high EB students are able to apply, with minimal second language 
acquisition support and at a level nearly comparable to native English-speaking 
peers, higher-order comprehension skills when reading grade-appropriate text. 
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Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (K) Employ analytical skills commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question requires the student to evaluate the relevance of the selection’s 
setting. Correct answers to this question provide evidence of the student’s ability to 
synthesize the overall meaning of high school texts in order to exercise higher-order 
reading comprehension skills. The answer choices contain academic language used 
routinely during language arts instruction. 

PLDs (D) (iv) Advanced high EB students are able to apply, with minimal second language 
acquisition support and at a level nearly comparable to native English-speaking 
peers, higher-order comprehension skills when reading grade-appropriate text. 
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Narrative Selection, Grade 2, Advanced High 

 

  

This advanced high narrative incorporates the real-life application of a mathematics skill, the 
addition of two-digit numbers. In these types of selections, students are not assessed on their 
mastery of content-based skills but on the practical ability to think and reason using academic 
English during grade-appropriate subject-area instruction. 
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Reporting 
Category 

2 – Basic understanding of variety of texts written in English 

SE (I) Employ basic reading skills such as demonstrating understanding of supporting 
ideas and details in text commensurate with content area needs 

Description The first question measures whether the student understands supporting details of 
the text’s main idea. The second question measures whether the student 
understands important details from the text and graphic provided. 

PLDs (D) (iv) Advanced high EB students are able to apply, with minimal second language 
acquisition support and at a level nearly comparable to native English-speaking 
peers, basic and higher-order comprehension skills when reading grade-appropriate 
text. 
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Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE* (K) Employ analytical skills commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question requires the student to read English with minimal difficulty to gain a 
thorough understanding of grade-appropriate text. The question requires the 
student to analyze events in the story and draw a conclusion. 

PLDs** (D) (iv) Advanced high EB students are able to apply, with minimal second language 
acquisition support and at a level nearly comparable to native English-speaking 
peers, higher-order comprehension skills when reading grade-appropriate text. 

* ELPS SE 

** ELPS PLDs 
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Informational Selection, Grades 8–9, Advanced 

 

In this advanced selection, the EB student reads about the green anaconda. This type of 
selection is not designed to assess mastery of science concepts or skills, but the ability to think 
and reason using academic English when reading and learning in grade-level science contexts. 
Advanced selections provide linguistically accommodated text features appropriate for this 
English language proficiency level. 
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Reporting 
Category 

2 – Basic understanding of a variety of texts 

SE (I) Employ basic reading skills to demonstrate understanding of supporting and main 
ideas in text commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question assesses understanding of sufficient English to determine the main 
idea of a paragraph. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply basic comprehension skills when 
reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features in order to determine or clarify 
meaning, particularly with unfamiliar topics. 
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Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (J) Employ inferential skills commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question requires the EB student to demonstrate the ability to think 
inferentially when reading classroom-based science materials that have some 
linguistically supportive text features. The question provides information about the 
growing ability of EB students to read and think analytically during their own 
science instruction. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply higher-order comprehension skills 
when reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features in order to determine or clarify 
meaning, particularly with unfamiliar topics. 

Reporting 
Category 

3 – Analyze and evaluate information and ideas in a variety of texts 

SE (K) Employ analytical skills commensurate with content area needs 

Description This question requires the student to analyze the passage and its main ideas. This 
question type does not measure mastery of science but the extent to which the 
EB student has acquired the ability to read academic English and analyze 
information during grade-appropriate subject-area instruction. 

PLDs (C) (iv) Advanced EB students are able to apply higher-order comprehension skills 
when reading grade-appropriate text but are occasionally dependent on visuals and 
other linguistically accommodated text features in order to determine or clarify 
meaning, particularly with unfamiliar topics. 
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Writing 
English language proficiency in writing is defined for TELPAS as the ability to produce written 
text with content and format to fulfill grade-appropriate classroom assignments. 

Students in kindergarten and grade 1 (EB students and non-EB students) vary in how quickly 
they learn to write. Kindergarten and grade 1 EB students may be at different developmental 
stages of learning to write regardless of their English language proficiency. As is customary in 
kindergarten and grade 1 instruction, students build foundational writing skills through 
applicable oral prerequisite activities, activities based on emergent forms of writing, and 
activities that involve self-generated connected written text. Throughout the year, teachers 
monitor and develop the English language writing proficiency levels of their kindergarten and 
grade 1 EB students as they incorporate the ELPS and subject-area TEKS in daily instruction. 

For students in grades 2–12, the writing proficiency definition relates specifically to the 
communication skills that an EB student needs to use English as an effect medium for academic 
instruction. Students should participate in authentic instructional writing activities to support 
their English writing development. 

Performance-Based Writing Activities for 
Kindergarten and Grade 1 
The following types of performance-based activities are recommended as ways to develop and 
gather information about the writing proficiency of EB students. This list of activities is not 
exhaustive. 

• journal writing for personal reflections 

•  shared writing for literacy and subject-area development 

• language experience dictation  

• organization of thoughts and ideas through prewriting strategies  

• publishing and presenting 

• making lists for specific purposes 

• labeling pictures, objects, and items from projects 

• cooperative group work 

• first drafts 

Instruction and Assessment for Kindergarten 
through Grade 12 
The following examples show the direct alignment between TELPAS and the ELPS. These types 
of activities help teachers stay attuned to students’ English language writing proficiency in 
ongoing instruction and for the spring TELPAS administration. 
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Writing Example 1: Journal Writing, Kindergarten 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 

Journal writing develops habits of writing and precursory literacy skills for emergent writers 
who have not yet learned to turn spoken language into a standard piece of writing. Journal 
writing is particularly beneficial for EB students. As teachers interact with young EB students 
about the contents of their journals, they gather information about the EB students’ literacy 
development as well as their ability to express themselves in English. The interactions 
contribute to building prerequisite oral proficiency as well as writing proficiency in English. 
When teachers address both the ELPS and RLA SEs in instruction, they can respond 
appropriately to promote both second language acquisition and early literacy. 

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 

The ELPS SEs and PLDs addressed in Writing Example 1 are shown below. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations 
19 TAC §74.4(c)(5) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) learn relationships between sounds and letters of 

the English language to represent sounds when 
writing in English 

(B) write using newly acquired basic vocabulary and 
content-based grade-level vocabulary 

(G)  narrate, describe, and explain with increasing 
specificity and detail to fulfill content area writing 
needs as more English is acquired 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
19 TAC §74.4(d)(5) 

(B) Intermediate EB students have a limited ability to 
use the English language to build foundational 
writing skills. These students: 

(i) know enough English to explain briefly and 
simply self-generated writing, including 
emergent forms of writing, as long as the 
topic is highly familiar and concrete and 
requires very high-frequency English 

(ii) can participate meaningfully in grade-
appropriate shared writing activities using 
the English language only when the writing 
topic is highly familiar and concrete and 
requires very high-frequency English 

Some SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 

 CLICK HERE to see a student at the intermediate level of English language writing 
proficiency explaining an emergent form of self-generated writing. The topic is highly 
familiar and concrete and allows the student to use the high-frequency English he 
knows. 

 

 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_W_09_Video01.mp4
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Writing Example 2: Shared Writing for Literacy and 
Subject-Area Development, Grade 1 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 
In shared writing activities, teachers and students collaborate to write a text together. This 
active demonstration of the writing process is an important experience for developing students’ 
literacy skills. These activities also provide teachers with ongoing information about the extent 
to which an EB student’s English limitations may or may not be obstructing the student’s ability 
to build foundational writing skills. 

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 
The ELPS SEs and PLDs addressed in Writing Example 2 are shown below. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations 
19 TAC §74.4(c)(5) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) learn relationships between sounds and letters of 

the English language to represent sounds when 
writing in English 

(B) write using newly acquired basic vocabulary and 
content-based grade-level vocabulary 

(E) employ increasingly complex grammatical 
structures in content area writing commensurate 
with grade-level expectations 

(i) using correct verbs, tenses, and pronouns/ 
antecedents 

(G)  narrate, describe, and explain with increasing 
specificity and detail to fulfill content area writing 
needs as more English is acquired 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
19 TAC §74.4(d)(5) 

(B) Intermediate EB students have a limited ability to 
use the English language to build foundational 
writing skills. These students: 

(ii) can participate meaningfully in grade-
appropriate shared writing activities using 
the English language only when the writing 
topic is highly familiar and concrete and 
requires very high-frequency English 

(C) Advanced EB students have the ability to use the 
English language to build, with second language 
acquisition support, foundational writing 
skills. These students: 

(ii) can participate meaningfully, with second 
language acquisition support, in most 
grade-appropriate shared writing activities 
using the English language 

Some SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 

 CLICK HERE to see EB students at the intermediate and advanced levels of writing 
participating in a shared writing activity in which they describe ways teachers help 
students. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/K-1_W_10_Video02.mp4
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Writing Example 3: Rating a Student’s English Language 
Proficiency, Kindergarten 
Example 3 includes teacher observations of a student’s writing proficiency and several writing 
samples for the student. The writing samples are provided to illustrate how teachers use the 
PLDs to holistically rate the writing proficiency of their kindergarten and grade 1 EB students. A 
link to the student’s proficiency level rating, including the key features of the PLDs exhibited, is 
also provided. 

  

Writing Example 1: Extended Writing on a Topic from RLA, 
Grade 2 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 
Extended writing assignments such as these develop and help show the ability of EB students 
to express themselves clearly on grade-level RLA topics. This is just one example of a writing 
assignment that provided the student with an opportunity to portray his English language 
writing proficiency.  

Graciana is not yet beyond the stage of using emergent forms of writing. Yesterday 
during journal time, Graciana wrote a story about playing with a friend at recess. 
She read the story to me. She could use only simple English to explain her writing on 
this highly familiar topic. 

In shared writing activities, such as Morning Message, Graciana has difficulty 
contributing when the topic is unfamiliar. However, Graciana participates more 
meaningfully using high-frequency English when the topic is familiar. 

After a science activity that included working in the class garden, Graciana wrote a 
story about how we all worked together to pull weeds. The topic was concrete 
and familiar to her, so she was able to explain her writing simply, although she 
displayed some primary language features. 

Last week after Family Math Night, Graciana wrote a story about what her family 
did. She used high-frequency words, and there were several primary language 
features. 

CLICK HERE to see Graciana’s writing proficiency level rating. 

CLICK HERE to see a writing assignment from an EB student at the advanced high level 
of English language writing proficiency. The student describes things that are important 
to have on a camping trip. 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Graciana_Sample1.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Graciana_Sample2.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Graciana_Sample3.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Graciana_Sample3.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/Graciana_ProfLevelRating.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%201.pdf
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ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 
This writing sample shows the alignment between the ELPS and TELPAS. The ELPS SEs and PLDs 
addressed are shown below. 

ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations 
19 TAC §74.4(c)(5) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) learn relationships between sounds and letters of 

the English language to represent sounds when 
writing in English 

(B) write using newly acquired basic vocabulary and 
content-based grade-level vocabulary 

(C) spell familiar English words with increasing 
accuracy, and employ English spelling patterns 
and rules with increasing accuracy as more 
English is acquired 

(D) edit writing for standard grammar and usage, 
including subject-verb agreement, pronoun 
agreement, and appropriate verb tenses 
commensurate with grade-level expectations as 
more English is acquired 

(E) employ increasingly complex grammatical 
structures in content area writing commensurate 
with grade-level expectations, such as: 

(i) using correct verbs, tenses, and pronouns/ 
antecedents 

(ii) using possessive case (apostrophe s) correctly 

(iii) using negatives and contractions correctly 

(F) write using a variety of grade-appropriate sentence 
lengths, patterns, and connecting words to 
combine phrases, clauses, and sentences in 
increasingly accurate ways as more English is 
acquired 

(G) narrate, describe, and explain with increasing 
specificity and detail to fulfill content area writing 
needs as more English is acquired 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
19 TAC §74.4(d)(6) 

(D) Advanced high EB students have acquired the 
English vocabulary and command of English 
language structures necessary to address 
grade-appropriate writing tasks with minimal 
second language acquisition support. These 
students: 

(i) are able to use the English language, with 
minimal second language acquisition 
support, to express ideas in writing and 
engage meaningfully in grade-appropriate 
writing assignments in content area 
instruction 

(ii) know enough English to be able to develop 
or demonstrate, with minimal second 
language acquisition support, elements of 
grade-appropriate writing in English 

(iii) exhibit writing features typical at this level, 
including 

(I) nearly comparable to writing of native 
English-speaking peers in clarity and 
precision with regard to English 
vocabulary and language structures, with 
occasional exceptions when writing about 
academically complex ideas, abstract 
ideas, or topics requiring low-frequency 
vocabulary 

(II) occasional difficulty with naturalness of 
phrasing and expression 

(III) errors associated with second language 
acquisition are minor and usually limited 
to low-frequency words and structures; 
errors made rarely interfere with 
communication 

SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated. 
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Writing Example 2: Expository Writing from Science 
Subject Area, Grade 10 

Benefit to Teaching and Learning 

Writing in core subject areas, such as mathematics, science, and social studies, supports both 
the content attainment and English language acquisition of EB students. Using recently 
encountered vocabulary and content in a written format helps EB students internalize what 
they have been taught. Teachers benefit from the ability to evaluate both subject-area learning 
and English language writing proficiency.  

ELPS-TELPAS Alignment 
This writing sample shows the alignment between the ELPS and TELPAS. The ELPS SEs and PLDs 
addressed are shown below. 

  

CLICK HERE to see a writing assignment from an EB student at the advanced level of 
English language writing proficiency about why science is important in our lives. 

 

 

 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%202.pdf
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ELPS-TELPAS ALIGNMENT 

Student Expectations 
19 TAC §74.4(c)(5) 

The student is expected to: 
(A) learn relationships between sounds and letters of 

the English language to represent sounds when 
writing in English 

(B) write using newly acquired basic vocabulary and 
content-based grade-level vocabulary 

(C) spell familiar English words with increasing 
accuracy, and employ English spelling patterns 
and rules with increasing accuracy as more 
English is acquired 

(D) edit writing for standard grammar and usage, 
including subject-verb agreement, pronoun 
agreement, and appropriate verb tenses 
commensurate with grade-level expectations as 
more English is acquired 

(E) employ increasingly complex grammatical 
structures in content area writing commensurate 
with grade-level expectations, such as: 

(i) using correct verbs, tenses, and pronouns/ 
antecedents 

(ii) using possessive case (apostrophe s) correctly 

(iii) using negatives and contractions correctly 

(F) write using a variety of grade-appropriate sentence 
lengths, patterns, and connecting words to 
combine phrases, clauses, and sentences in 
increasingly accurate ways as more English is 
acquired 

(G) narrate, describe, and explain with increasing 
specificity and detail to fulfill content area writing 
needs as more English is acquired 

Proficiency Level Descriptors 
19 TAC §74.4(d)(6) 

(C) Advanced EB students have enough English 
vocabulary and command of English language 
structures to address grade-appropriate writing 
tasks, although second language acquisition 
support is needed. These students: 

(i) are able to use the English language, with 
second language acquisition support, to 
express ideas in writing and engage 
meaningfully in grade-appropriate writing 
assignments in content area instruction 

(ii) know enough English to be able to develop or 
demonstrate elements of grade-appropriate 
writing in English, although second language 
acquisition support is particularly needed 
when topics are abstract, academically 
challenging, or unfamiliar 

(iii) exhibit writing features typical at this level, 
including 

(I) grasp of basic verbs, tenses, grammar 
features, and sentence patterns; partial 
grasp of more complex verbs, tenses, 
grammar features, and sentence 
patterns 

(II) emerging grade-appropriate vocabulary; 
academic writing has a more academic 
tone 

(III) use of a variety of common cohesive 
devices, although some redundancy may 
occur 

(IV) narrations, explanations, and 
descriptions developed in some detail 
with emerging clarity; quality or quantity 
declines when abstract ideas are 
expressed, academic demands are high, 
or low-frequency vocabulary is required 

(V) occasional second language acquisition 
errors 

(VI) communications are usually understood 
by individuals not accustomed to the 
writing of EB students 

SEs and PLDs may be abbreviated.  
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Writing Example 3: Rating a Student’s English Language 
Proficiency, Grade 8 
Links to a student’s writing assignments are provided below to illustrate the student’s writing 
ability across different subject areas and different types of writing tasks. A link to the student’s 
proficiency level rating based on the PLDs is also provided to show the key features the student 
exhibited on each writing assignment. 

 

 

TELPAS Student Writing Collection 
Writing assignment 1 Mathematics procedural writing—graphing equations 

Writing assignment 2 Science procedural writing—the scientific method 

Writing assignment 3 Descriptive writing on a familiar topic—personal 
description 

Writing assignment 4 Descriptive writing on a familiar topic—describing 
photographs 

Writing assignment 5 Narrative writing about a past event—going to school 

CLICK HERE to see the student’s writing proficiency level rating. 

https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%203_Assignment%201.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%203_Assignment%202.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%203_Assignment%203.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%203_Assignment%204.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%203_Assignment%205.pdf
https://files.portal.cambiumast.com/texas/Media/G2-12%20Writing%20Example%203_ProfLevelRating.pdf
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